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Every year, we publish our Live Chat 

Benchmark Report to help organizations 

understand how well their live chat team 

is performing compared to their peers by 

team size and by industry. With this year’s 

benchmark data at hand, you can learn 

exactly where your team is excelling and 

where it needs improvement. 

Analyzing data from millions of live chats 

that passed through the Comm100 

platform in 2022, this year’s report 

features the following benchmarks:

• Chats per agent per month

• Customer satisfaction

• Wait time

• Response time

• Chat duration

• Mobile chats

• Industry breakdown

Alongside these metrics, the report digs 

into the reasons behind the numbers to 

help you improve your own team’s metrics 

and overtake your peers.

Introduction

Chats per agent shoot up

Customer satisfaction takes a tumble

Wait time continues to fall

The Key Takeaways
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In 2022, chats per agent per month increased across each team size, averaging a 43% rise 

year-on-year. While teams of 26+ saw the steepest increase at 138%, even the smallest of 

rises in teams of 1-5 agents saw chats per agent significantly rise in 2022.

This is a trend that we are seeing occur year-over-year, and it is partly the result of 

growing popularity and awareness of live chat. In 2020, average chats per agent per 

month sat at only 480, compared to 1023 in 2022, representing a 113% increase in just 

two years.

The economic uncertainty that is forcing many businesses to cut costs, including 

substantial layoffs, has also played a part in the rise in chats per agent. Over 2022, many 

organizations have looked to reduce customer service team size, which naturally puts 

more work on those remaining agents.

This has had its negative repercussions. In 2022, positive customer satisfaction rate fell 

by 2.9%, reversing the consistent YOY progress made since 2017.  More on this in the 

next chapter.

Chats per agent 
per month

CHAPTER 1
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1023
CHATS PER 
AGENT PER 
MONTH

+43%
AVERAGE



1062 +14%

+19%

+42%

+138%

1-5 AGENTS

2022

2021

11-25 AGENTS

6-10 AGENTS

26+ AGENTS

928

757
637

1191
837

1083
455
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Overall, live chat customer satisfaction (CSAT) rate significantly fell by 2.9% from 2021 to 

2022. Each team size experienced a drop, ranging from 0.3% for 1-5 agents to 4.8% for 

11-25 agents.

This marks the end of a 4-year trend which saw CSAT rate continually increase from 2017 

to 2021. There are many causes for this CSAT drop, but one factor that definitely played 

its part is the substantial increase in chats per agent per month (analyzed in the chapter 

above). On average, agents managed 43% more chats each month in 2022 compared to 

2021. Regardless of the agent's skill level, this increased workload takes its toll on most 

agents. This in turn often leads to poorer support and lower CSAT scores.

While agents can handle a large volume of chats, particularly with live chat’s ability to 

empower chat concurrency, managers must be cognizant of pushing this too far. They 

must always make sure that each agent is given their own concurrency limit depending 

on skill and experience to make sure customer experience (CX) isn’t damaged.

Customer Satisfaction 
(CSAT)

CHAPTER 2

Positive 
customer 
satisfaction 
rate

(% of score 3/5 
or higher)

1-5 AGENTS

11-25 AGENTS

6-10 AGENTS

26+ AGENTS

86.2%

-3.7%82.5%

85.6%

-4.8%80.8%

83.1%

-1.2%81.9%

80.5%

80.2% -0.3%

2022

2021

-2.9%

81.1%
AVERAGE
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85.4%

2015

75%

80%

85%

90%

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

84.2%

80.6%

84.3%

83.1%

85.6%

84.0%

81.1%

CSAT score
(out of 5)

11-25 AGENTS

6-10 AGENTS

1-5 AGENTS

26+ AGENTS

4.2/5
AVERAGE

2021

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.3

2022

4.1

4.2

4.1

4.2

Difference

0%

0%

-2%

-1%
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Positive customer satisfaction rate
(% of score 3/5 or higher)



In 2022, the average live chat wait time 

decreased by 17% to just 30 seconds. 

All team sizes saw a drop in wait times 

except for teams of 6-10 agents, and yet 

its wait time remains below the average.

These low wait times across team sizes are 

testament to the effectiveness of live chat, 

empowering agents to respond more 

quickly and manage more requests than 

they could across email or telephone. 

The efficiency tools that some live chat 

software offer is crucial in delivering this, 

such as:

• Canned messaging

• Chat history

• CRM integration

• Image and file sharing

• Agent, department, & geography routing

• Chat transfer

The increasing adoption of chatbots plays 

a role in reducing wait times too. 

Well-built AI chatbots can manage over 

80% of all requests without human 

intervention, handling an unlimited 

number of chats at one time. This reduces 

Wait Time & 
Response Time

CHAPTER 3
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2021 2022

overall wait time for customers who speak 

with the bot (who experience no wait 

time), and for customers who need 

support from an agent.

70% of customers currently use or are 

interested in using chatbots for simple 

customer service. As this figure continues 

to grow, wait times will continue to drop.

Positive customer 
satisfaction rate by wait time

(% of score 3/5 or higher)

75%

80%

85%

90%

82
.5

%
81

.1
%

0-30s

82
.5

%
83

%

30-60s 1-2m

85
.9

%
78

.8
%

2-5m

82
.6

%
80

.3
%



Response Time

+4%

57s
AVERAGE
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1-5 AGENTS

11-25 AGENTS

6-10 AGENTS

26+ AGENTS

59s

-15%50s

50s

+27%64s

52s

+6%55s

56s

59s +5%

2022

2021

Wait Time

1-5 AGENTS

11-25 AGENTS

6-10 AGENTS

26+ AGENTS

59s

-15%50s

22s

-27%16s

25s

+16%29s

37s

26s -30%

2022

2021

-17%

30s
AVERAGE



2022 saw chat duration rise once again year-on-year, growing by 7% to an average of 11 

minutes and 53 seconds. For some, this length of conversation may seem unnecessarily 

high, particularly when live chat is touted as a more efficient customer service channel 

than phone. However, there are two major factors that must be considered.

Firstly, live chat allows agents to speak to multiple customers simultaneously which 

phone cannot. When hopping between conversations on live chat, agents will sometimes 

need to leave longer pauses between messages but importantly, so long as these pauses 

do not become too long, it doesn’t damage CX. This is largely because a customer can 

multitask while typing on live chat as their attention isn’t so wholly consumed as it is on 

the phone. As a result, although live chat has a seemingly high chat duration, agents on 

live chat can manage a higher volume of chats than those on phone.

The high chat duration in 2021 and 2022 can also be attributed to a growing emphasis on 

customer experience. Since the pandemic, there has been a notable shift away from 

reducing time to resolution and cutting chat duration toward longer conversations that 

let agents develop relationships with customers and help them to express the brand’s 

values. While time to resolution should stay low, managers are recognizing how customer 

service interactions provide opportunities to build connections with customers and grow 

loyalty – and as we see in every social interaction, this can’t ever be achieved with a 

rushed, short conversation.

Chat duration
CHAPTER 4
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+7%11m 53s
AVERAGE



12m 46s +26%

+3%

+6%

-3%

1-5 AGENTS

2022

2021

11-25 AGENTS

6-10 AGENTS

26+ AGENTS

10m 06s

12m 32s
12m 07s

10m 16s
9m 42s

11m 57s
12m 20s
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Chat duration



In 2022, 67% of live chats were held on mobile devices, representing an impressive 10% 

increase from 2021. Many would have predicted mobile chats to continue to grow as they 

have since we began recording this data in 2017, but perhaps not at such a fast rate. This 

stat once again reinforces the importance of offering live chat on mobile devices, and 

when doing so, ensuring it is fully optimized.

Once again, the largest team size had the lowest mobile chats. While this trend has 

existed for many years, it continues to surprise, particularly when comparing it to the 

smallest team size that has 11% more mobile chats at 70%. 

Mobile chats
CHAPTER 5
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2017

44%

2018

52%

2019

55%

2020

54%

2021

57%

2022

67%

Annual mobile chats

70%1-5 AGENTS

11-25 AGENTS

6-10 AGENTS

26+ AGENTS

67%

65%
60%

+3%

+5%

74%
57%

59%
42%

+17%

+17%

2022 2021
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Industry
Mobile 
Chats

CSAT
Wait 
Time 

(s)

Queue 
Length

Positive 
CSAT 
Rate

CSAT 
Score

Chat 
Duration 

(m:s)

Media, 
Entertainment & 
Recreation

90.3% 19.0 40.2 109.7 79.5% 4.1 06:49

Technology 31.0% 60.9 81.3 44.9 83.2% 4.2 19:45

B2C eCommerce 45.3% 31.4 81.4 43.6 87.1% 4.4 19:43

Business & 
Wholesale 
Services

35.3% 28.7 105.5 9.6 87.9% 4.4 26:01

Banking & 
Finance

44.5% 24.5 64.9 23.0 82.3% 4.2 18:53

Consumer 
Services

49.6% 26.8 139.9 72.0 85.0% 4.3 22:25

Education 37.4% 26.1 73.3 20.9 84.5% 4.2 14:09

Manufacturing 39.5% 29.3 61.6 23.4 78.9% 4.1 14:02

Health, Pharma & 
Biotech

50.2% 33.1 50.8 7.9 87.1% 4.4 15:41

Government 42.0% 32.1 57.5 91.3 86.1% 4.3 13:36

Tele-
communications

50.1% 62.8 59.7 0.7 79.1% 4.0 13:18

59.3% 33.9 61.9 48.1 87.3% 4.3 15:22

Insurance

Non-Profit

31.5% 49.1 49.8 132.6 92.9% 4.6 11:21

Travel & 
Hospitality

59.6% 15.6 80.3 4.7 55.0% 2.8 24:34

Transportation 32.5% 5.0 139.3 60.8 83.8% 4.3 18:03

Real Estate 5.2% 5.0 44.9 14.0 97.7% 4.9 10:50

Industry breakdown
CHAPTER 6

Our report includes data from 16 industries. Here are the key live chat metrics broken 

down by industry for 2022.



If your live chat team isn’t achieving these benchmarks, either with your 

current live chat software or without one in place, then get in touch with 

Comm100 today. Our experts will run you through a personalized demo and 

show you how you can exceed these benchmarks with Comm100 Live Chat.

Deliver the support your 
customers expect

Book a Demo

Comm100 is a global provider of digital omnichannel customer engagement 

software for education, government and commercial organizations of all sizes. 

With Comm100, organizations can provide excellent digital customer 

experiences through configurable, value-driven live chat, secure messaging, AI 

powered bots and automation within one integrated console.

https://www.comm100.com/
https://www.comm100.com/requestdemo/



